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Introduction

Osteoporosis is an asymptomatic disease,
often discovered after a fracture occurs. The
clinical standard for diagnosing osteoporosis
is dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA).
DXA scans are requisitioned based on os-
teoporosis risk factors such as sex, age, and
medical history. However, thousands of
computed tomography (CT) scans, contain-
ing bone density and shape information, oc-
cur every day.

Opportunistic screening aims to repurpose
routine CT scans to generate subject spe-
cific finite element models as a complemen-
tary tool to DXA. The International Society
of Clinical Densitometry has stated that the
creation of a normative dataset of finite el-
ement derived failure load is a crucial step
towards opportunistic screening. A major
problem in finite element model generation
is the segmentation of pathological femurs
and pelvises from CT datasets.

We hypothesize that a rater [SKB1] can ac-
curately and rapidly segment pathological
femur and pelvis data from CT using ad-
vanced image processing.

Methods

Ten fresh frozen cadaveric specimen were
obtained through the Body Donation Pro-
gram at the Gross Anatomy Laboratory in
the University of Calgary. Cadavers ranged
in age from 69 to 98. Bilateral hip CT scans
were performed for each specimen using a
GE Revolution CT scanner (GE Health-
care). The imaging volume started above
the iliac crest of the pelvis and terminated
in the proximal tibia. Reconstructed CT
data contained 279 million voxels on aver-
age with an in-plane spacing of 0.684 mm
and a slice thickness of 0.625 mm.

A two-stage algorithm was developed to
segment the left and right pelvis and left

and right femur in all 10 cadaveric data.
First, an image enhancement is performed
to increase the contrast between the corti-
cal bone and neighboring soft tissue. The
filter is a modification of the seminal multi-
scale vessel enhancement filter.

Second, a rater manually identifies bone
voxels in the axial, coronal, and sagittal slice
for each bone of interest. The enhanced
image and rater labels are integrated with
the graph cut framework to produce a seg-
mentation. Segmentations are cleaned using
component labelling.

Results

Figure 1 (left) shows an axial slice of the CT
data before and after enhancement. Figure
1 (right) shows a rending of the segmenta-
tion for one subject. For one subject, the
semi-automatic segmentations were manu-
ally corrected to generate a ground truth.
The worst-case Dice Similarity Coefficient
was 0.995 (right pelvis). Segmentation of all
10 datasets was performed in one day. Pre-
viously, manual segmentation of one dataset
took two days.

Figure 1. Results of the segmentation.


